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Introduction.
The first existence theorem for difference equations in which analytic solutions
were treated was obtained by Guichard
f who, in a paper published in 1887,
proved that if <f>(x) is any entire function whatever there exists another entire
function f(x)
satisfying the relation

f(x + l)-f(x)

= <p(x).

Demonstrations of this theorem have also been given by Appell
Hurwitz
further showed how to solve the equation

4>(x)f(x+l)-x(x)f(x)
where <f)(x), %(a:), yjr(x) are meromorphic

Mellin

J and Hurwitz.

§

= f(x),
functions.

II has considered the nature of the solution of

f(x + l)-r(x)f(x)

= s(x),

where r(x) and s(x) are rational functions.
Barnes ^J has contributed an interesting study of the equation

<p(x)f(x+a>)-x(x)f(x)

= ^(x),

where &>is any constant different from zero and ¿>(x), %(a?), -yjr(x) are entire
functions.
Watson ** has considered the equation of the second order

A(x)f(x + 1) - B(x)f(x)

+ C(x)f(x-1)

= 0,

* Presented to the Society September 6, 1910.
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with some restrictions
on A(x),
B(x),
C(x),
the object of his investigation
being to obtain a solution which is of use in applications to the theory of linear
differential equations.
Two analytic solutions are obtained, but the question of
their independence is left unanswered.
Finally, Galbrun
* has employed the Laplace transformation
which carries a
linear difference equation with polynomial coefficients into a differential equa-

tion, and by means of this transformation
has obtained important existence
theorems for the case in which the difference equation has polynomial coefficients.
The primary object of the present paper is to prove that there exists a fundamental system of simple analytic solutions of the system of n linear homogeneous
difference equations
n

(A)

Gi(x+\)

= x^^aiJ(x)Gj(x)

the known quantities entering into the equations
1) a is a constant ;
2) the functions aj.(x) are single-valued and

ai.(x)

= aiJ + a'i.x-1 + a'/jX-2 ■■■

3) the constants

(i,j

(i = l, —,»),

being defined as follows :

= l,--.,n)

\x\>

E';

ar are such that the roots of the equation

la..—
o..p\
= 0,'
1 v
vr|

o..
= <[llíl
, ., . =J,
v

are in absolute value different from each other and from zero.
In § 1 a form of the method of successive approximation is developed in connection with a single equation of the first order and by means of it a study is
made of the nature of a simple particular solution of the equation.
The methods of § 1 are readily extended in § 2 in such a way that they lead
to a similar solution of the normal system

(B)

ft(x + l)-a<(l

+iyf(x)

= ±cb..(x)f.(x)

(i = i,■■•,»),

where

0 < !ai I < Ia2I< • • • < I"'nI
and

*V(»)-V¿«tr*++£**

+ ■••

(i,j = l,-.-,n)

|»JSÄ>1.

A method of induction in § 3 leads to the determination
of a fundamental
system of solutions of (B) and to the development of important
properties of
the functions of which it is composed.
In § 4 it is shown that system (A) can be reduced to the normal form (B)
»Comptes rendus, vol. 148 (1909), p. 905; vol. 149 (1909), p. 1046; vol. 150 (1910),
p. 206 ; vol. 151 (1910), p. 1114.
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and thus the general existence theorem for (A) is obtained.
Finally, an application of this result is made in deriving the general existence theorem for a
single equation of the nth order.
I desire to express my cordial thanks to Professor G. D. Birkhoff for valuable
suggestions and encouragement in the preparation of the paper.
§1.

The method of successive approximation for a single homogeneous
equation of the first order.

We shall begin by considering
order in the normal form *

(1)

a single homogeneous

/(« + 1) - a (l + ljf(x)

equation of the first

= 4>(x)f(x),

«40,

or

f(x + l) = +(x)f(x),

ir(x) = a(l+ IJ + 4>(x),

where

(2)

4>(x) = 4>"x-2 + 4>'"x-3+ ...,

for|x|Si?>l.

We assume that >fr(x) is single-valued and analytic at all points of the complex
plane where it is defined, and that that determination of (1 + 1/a;)"1 is taken
which approaches 1 asa; approaches infinity.
The sequence of equations

f^(x + l)-a(l

+ 1-J'f^(x) = 0,

/»(«, + 1) _ a(l + ¿)"/»(«)

= 4>{x)fm{x),

(3)

/»(« + 1) - a (l + ljf-s\x)

= <p(x)fV\x),

will serve to define a sequence of approximation functions fm(x),fm(x),
• • •.
A particular solution of the first equation is evidently afxm.
All the other
equations of the set have the general non-homogeneous form

(4)

g(x + \)-a(l

+ 1-^ g(x) = n(x).

* It is easy to reduce the general first order equation

G(x + l)=x«(e
to this form.

+ 0'x-1+6"x-2-\-)G(x),

Put

0(x) = {T{x)}*f(x).
Then

/(a;+l)

= (0 + 6^-1 + 6^-2 + . ■-)f(x);

and for |i| sufficiently large this evidently may be put in the form (1).

0 + 0,
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One readily obtains a formal solution of this equation as follows : Let
g (x)

= axxmg(x),

where axxm has any determination
fixed by making a cut along the negative axis
of reals in the x-plane.
Substituting
in (4) this value of g(x) and dividing by
aI+1(x4-l)monehas
9(x

an equation

+ l)-g(x)

= aX+xV{xX+1)m,

which has the formal solution

_, .

v(x)_y(x

9(x)-

+1)

ax+1(x+l)m

q(x4-2)

ax+2(x+2)m

ax+3(x

+ 3)m

'"'

Hence

(5)

v(x)

9(x) = -

Now

v(x + l)

<'K)

v(x + 2)

X(x)X(x 4- 1) ••• X(x +r — 1),

where

\(x) = a(l + -J ,
and therefore
ta\
(6)

(5) may be written
r \
g(x)=-¿L

in the form *

V«
^0\(x)\(x

V(x + i)
+ l) • ■• \(x

-j- i)'

This yields not merely a formal but an actual solution for any values of x for
which it converges ; and if r¡ ( x ) is analytic, then (by Weierstrass's
theorem) it
yields an analytic solution throughout
any two-dimensional
continuum where it
converges uniformly.
By the aid of (6) we obtain a sequence of formal solutions y(!)(x) satisfying
(3) identically.
Employing the notation

S(v) = -±_X(X+Í)_
*{X)
&\(x)\(x
and using for each equation that particular
adding

the solution

+ l)..-\(x

+ i)

formal solution which is obtained by

axxm of the homogeneous

equation

to the solution

from (6), we have

*Cf. Mellin,

/<"(ic)

= axxm,

/(2)(x)

= a-cx"'4- Sx(4>axxm),

/t3)(x)

=

axxm

Acta Mathematica,

+

SJ<baxx"'

+ 4>Sx(<\>axxm)},

vol. 15 (1891), p. 319.

derived
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It is easy to see that this leads to a formal solution fx(x)
series
f(x)

= a*xm +

Sx(<pa*xm)

+

103
of (1), defined by the

Sx {<f>Sx (<pa*xm)}

(T)

+ St\_<pSx{<pSx(<p<?x») }] + •••,

That this series formally satisfies (1) we may verify by forming the difference
fx(x + 1) — a(l+
l/x)mfx(x)
and effecting a reduction of the resulting series
by means of the general formula

Consequently whenever all the series Sx in the terms of (7) and also the series
(7) itself converge, this series represents a solution of (1).
In studying the nature of the formal solution (7) (and in the work of the
succeeding sections also) it will be convenient to have names assigned to certain
regions of the plane about which we shall have to speak often.
Let R be the

Q_
Fig. 1.

circle \x\ = R.
Let I be a line cutting the positive axis of reals at right angles
and not cutting R.
The part of the finite plane to the right of and including
I will be called a jP-region.
Let m and n be parallel to the axis of reals, m
lying above and n below R.
The part of the finite plane lying above and
including m will be named a Q-region ; that lying below and including n, a
Q-region ; these two together, a Q-region.
A region formed by the combination of the P- and Q-regions will be called a D-region.
The part of the finite
plane not included within D will be called the ^-region corresponding to D.
It is scarcely necessary to remark that Q and Q have each a part in common

with P.
In what follows immediately we are to prove the existence of fx (x) and develop
its properties in particular regions Px, Qx, Dx, Ex; for convenience all these
regions are defined at once. For any positive constant c, less than \a\, there
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exists an R' such that

K)'
From the nature

of the function

R'.

for

<b( x ) it follows that there exists an M such

that

Mc

|<Kx)| <r^r2,

for|x|Sd?.

If one writes

x = u ± vV' — 1
where v is positive and both u and v are real, it is now clear that one may choose
particular regions P, Q, I), E—call
them Px, Qx, Dx, Ex respectively — such

that

(8)

l*(*)l

Mc

> c,

ixl

M+l,

u

(9)

2M

-^j- < 1,

(10)
ail

4--)

for x in Pl ;
for a; in Qx, J. being a constant ;

v*

(11)

for x in Dx ;

4-<^>(x)4=0,

forxinZ),

Let us consider the function
(12)

Sx(<paxx>») = j:

Employing

inequalities

<f>(x + i)ax+i(x

X(x)X(x

=z
i=0

<^)(x4-

i)0133™

X(x 4- i)

(8) one has the relation *
<p(x+

(13)

+ i)m

-(- 1) ... X(x4- i)

i)axx"

X(x 4- i)

«s
^(u

M\axxm\
+ i)2+v2

subsisting throughout Dx.
The series of the last member of (13) is evidently
uniformly convergent when x lies in any closed region in Dx. The same then is
true of the series in the first member, and hence also of the series in (12).
Therefore Sx(<baxxm) is a uniformly convergent series in the same closed region
and hence, in accordance with a well-known theorem of Weierstrass, represents
in this region an analytic function of x. From this it follows that the first and
second terms of the series in (7) represent functions which are analytic in Dx.
In order to show that the remaining terms are analytic in the same region it
is necessary to know a bound to the magnitude of \Sx($axxm) | as x varies.
In
carrying out the needful reckoning it is convenient to treat the regions Px and

Qx separately.
* The symbol

^ is to be read is less term by term than.
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Of the two series

£(^w

iovxmP-

the terms of the first in order are equal to or less than the corresponding
of the second. But the latter series is less than the integral

M ,

-^dz =
l/U—

terms

M
u-V

and therefore
(14)

Sx(4>ofxm)<.\axxm\-—j.

M

Hence
\Sx(d>axxm)\<\axx'"\-^-.

Using this result and making an argument similar to that associated with
inequality (13) one may show that Sx { d>Sx(<f>axxm)} is analytic throughout
Px.
Again, in view of (14) we have

-

-

- f

M

8X {<p8x(<paxxm)}<Sxi[<p\axx">| ^-j
Similarly
an upper

it may be proved
bound

for the value

that

\

j<^-^

M

-

M2

S^dxfx^K

|afxm\ j^ZTf

Sx [4>Sx {<pSx(<pazxm)}~\

of Sx\_d>Sx{cf>Sx(d>axx'n)}~\

is analytic

and so on. Hence in series (7) every term is analytic throughout
over the following inequality has been established for x in Px :

Sx(<pa*x™) + Sx {4>Sx(<pa*x'")} + Sx[<pSx{ d.S^a^x'")}]
(16)

/?M\axxm\
\.
M-l

M2\axxm\
+ (U-1)2

in Px ;

may be obtained;

Px ; more-

+ •••

Mi\afxm\
+ (U-1)3

+ •***

From (9) it follows that the second member of (15) is absolutely and uniformly convergent throughout any closed region in Px ; and therefore the same
is true of the first member.
Hence series (7) is uniformly and absolutely convergent throughout this region.
But its terms are analytic functions of x ; and
therefore, by Weierstrass's theorem, its sum fx(x) is an analytic function of x

throughout Px.
Evidently, then, f(x) =f(x)
is a solution of (1).
A comparison of (7) and (15) shows that the following inequalities are valid
for x in Px :
\axxm\\

1 -

M
-1

M2
(u-1)2
< \axxm

<\/Áx)\
M
M2
+-^
+
u — 1 (u — 1 )

1 + -T
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Hence we have
/.„s

(16)

U — 2M—1

, „,

xl

.

.

K^|__^^<|/i(œ)|<K^|__^_î,

u —1

a set of fundamental inequalities bounding the increase or decrease of fx(x)
throughout Px.
Again using relation (13) as a point of departure, we obtain similar results
valid in Qx. In this region v is different from zero. It is evident that

h (u + i)2+v2 < ¿„

(u+i)2+v2 = 2 I Mi

A being a properly chosen constant.
■onehas
(17)

| Sx(4>axxm)|

z^+v2+v2¡-^r+~v2~<~v~'

Comparing

S Sx(<f>axxm)

<

this result with (12) and (13)

|a*xm|

A

—.

On account of (10) and (18) it is clear that one may employ an argument
to that associated with (13) to show that S {(j>Sx((f>axxm)} is an analytic function of x in Qx. Again, on account of (17-) one has

similar

A2
(18)

Sx{cbSx(cj>axxm)}

In like manner

<

Sx{<b\axx">\~}

=-

Sx(<paxx™)<\a*x'»

it may be shown that the function

is analytic throughout

Sx [<bSx {<f>Sx(cf>axxm)} ]

Qx ; also, an upper bound for the value of
Sx[<bSx{<pSx(cf>axx-)}-\

may be obtained ; and so on. Hence every term in series (7) is analytic
Moreover, for this region the following relation exists :

<19)

Sx(<baxx-)+Sx{d)Sx(<paxx-)}

<l

+ ^[^{cbS^a^)}]

A
A2
m - 4- axxm -í4

in Qx.

+

Â3
(fäi"hr4

••••

By a method similar to that employed in the previous case it is now easy to
show thaty,(x')
is analytic in Qx, and that throughout this region it is bounded
as in the inequalities
(20)

v — 2.4

\axxm\-T-<|/,(x)|

<la*xTO|--..

v

It remains to determine the nature ofy¡(x) in the region Ex. For this study
series (7) does not furnish a convenient means. We proceed as follows : If we
solve (1) fory(x)
and in the result write x — 1 for x we have

<21)

/(x-l)

= ^(x-l)/(x)

AND THEIR
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¿r.(x) = { + (x)}-\

By means of (21), the solution f(x)
which is known to exist in Px can be
•extended across the plane to the left ; and in this way the nature of fx (x) in Ex

is determined.
Consider the set of points [$] which is formed of the set [a] and of the
sets [a — i], i =1,2,
3, •••, where [a] is the set of singularities of y{r(x).
A point a — i is said to be congruent to a on the left ; in a similar way congruence on the right is defined. It is easy to see t\ia,tfx(x) is analytic at every
point x not belonging to [£].
For, by (21),

f(x')

= jr(x')f(x

+ 1) • •• f (x + v— \)fx(x

+ v).

v can be so chosen that x + v lies in Px.
For such a value of v, f(x)
is
analytic at x + v; also, yjr(x) is analytic at each of the points x, x'+ 1, • • •,
x + v — 1. Therefore fx ( x ) is analytic at x.
Combining this with previous
results, we see that f(x)
is analytic throughout the finite plane except at the
singularities [ex] of ^(a:) and the points congruent to them on the left; at
these points its character depends upon the nature of the particular
îjr(x)

involved.
Let each point of [&] be inclosed by a small circle of radius e having the
point as its center.
Denote by Eu the whole of that part of Ex no point of
which is within one of these small circles.
Inequalities bounding the increase or decrease of f(x)
for x in Eu may be
found as follows: Consider any positive constants a_ and a+ satisfying the
relations
«_ < | « | < «+ •

Since

i {ra(1+9

+^(x)} = a'

it is clear that r may be chosen so that

a+>

■'♦S)'+ 4>(x)

> a_,

for |a; | > r,

and also so that the circle | x \ = r cuts the boundary of Ex twice on the left of
the origin and at no other point.
Since f(x)
is everywhere analytic in EXt it
follows that there exist constants JVXand W2 such that

Ñ^lf^x"

)\ <N„

for x" in Eu and r=>"|

=r + 1.

But (21) yields the equation

fx(x" — p.) = y}r(x"- u)^(x"

- p + 1) ■■■■f(x" — l)fx(x").
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Hence we have

Hxa-'i^\f(x"

— u)\ <W2aZli,

for x" in EXl and r= | x"| = r 4-1.

As p, varies over the range ¿¿=0,1,2,
•••, x"— p. runs over all points in Eu
and outside of the circle |x[ =r.
Also, fx(x) is finite in the part of EXt
which is in the circle ¡x| = r.
Hence it is clear that there exist constants Nx

and N2 such that
(23)
Nx\ax+\^\f(x)\<N2\ax_\,
the result sought.

for x in Éu,

So far we have said nothing of the position of the zeros oifl(x).
By means
of equation (1) we shall show that they can occur only at the singularities of
y¡r(x) and at points congruent to them on the left.
We have

fx(x' -f-M) = ir(x' 4- /¿ - 1 H(x

+ p. - 2) ... +(x')fx(x),

where p is a positive integer.
From inequality (16) it follows that for every x
there exists a p. such that fx(x -\- /¿) is different from zero. Hence fx(x') can
be zero only when one at least of the factors yjr(x'), yjr(x'-\-l),
• • -, ■^■(x'+p—l)
is infinite: and therefore the zeros of fx(x) must all be contained in the set of
points composed of the singularities of ^¡r(x) and the points congruent to them

on the left.
The principal results contained
The difference equation

f(x + l) = + (x)f(x)

in the section may be enunciated

orf(x-l)

in which yjr(x) is single-valued

yfr(x) - ail -f -Y+<p(x),

= Jr(x-l)f(x),

as follows :

•f(x) = {^(x)}-1,

and

<b(x)=<p"x-2+<b'"x-3+ ■•., for |as|=l?>l,

has a particular
solution fx(x) which is analytic throughout the finite plane
exceptât the singularities
[a] ofyjr(x) and the points congruent to them on
the left, and ichich can vanish only at the singularities
[/3] qfyjr(x) and at
points congruent to them on the left. If' Dx is defined by relations (8) to (11),
then throughout any closed region in Dx this solution is representable as a
uniformly converging series in the form
/1(x)

= axx»+^^a^)4-^{^(^«xx»')}

The increase or decrease of fx(x) for
Qx is bounded as in the inequalities

.U—2M—1
\aXxr\ u-M-1

+ ^[^{^(</)axx"')}]4----.

x in the corresponding

...
.,
,
.
<\f^x^<aXxm\u-M-V

\aXxm\vifzri<\fM\<\aZxm\v-^Ä^

u —1

regions

Px and

„
. _
forxmPS

f°rxin

ft-
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Also, for any positive

constants

a_ and a+ satisfying
O- <

there exist other constants

109

the relations

| « | < «+

A^, N2 such that

Remark.
About each statement in the conclusion of this theorem it should
be observed that, insofar as the statement refers to the region Dx or any part of
it, it is independent of the nature of <p(x) in the region exterior to Dx.
More
explicitly: If <j)(x) is any function which is analytic in some D-region and if

also

Mc
\<t>(X^<\xï¿,

SorxinB^

then there exist regions Px, Qx, Dx having as before the properties (8) to (10)
and there is a particular
solution fx(x) of the difference equation having in Dx
the same properties as the solution fx(x) of the equation in the theorem. These
conclusions follow from the preceding discussion without change of argument.

§ 2. The method of successive approximation for a normal system of n equations.
Properties
of the solution thus obtained.
Let us consider the system of n linear difference equations
in the normal form

(24)

fi(x + l)-a¡^l+xj

of the first order

/,(»)-g*«,(«0/,(«)

«=1,.••••).

or
/,(»

n
+ !)-§+,,(»)/,(*).

/
*#(«)-ty^

1 \m'
+ ij
+ *«(»)•

where

(25)

°<KI<Ki<---<kl

and

(26) <f>ij(x)=4>';jx-2+<p'"jx-3+---

(i,j=l,

...,n),

for

\x\^=R>l.

We assume that ^¡(x) is single-valued.
If we solve (24) iorf.(x)
in terms of
f(x + 1), ¿ =» 1, • • •, ft, and in the result write x — 1 for x, we obtain

(27)

fi(x-l)

= £,%(x-l)fJ(x)
j=i

TJr-(x) having the form
-

(28)

, .

^(x)

a..(x)

= ^>

where A is the determinant

/
1 \m<
a- IV»^i
+ ¿-J
+ <Ma:)

(i = l,-..,„),
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and <*..(x) is the cofactor of the element in thejth column and the ¿th row of A,
The object of this section is to obtain a particular solution of (24) and to study
its properties throughout the plane.
On account of (25) and (26) it is clear that there exist particular regions Pxr
QX,DX, Ex and constants c, M and A such that the following inequalities are true :

(30) \$..(x)\<^2,
(31)

\a\1+^c)

(32)

Mc

(

a^l+-J

\<a{1

1 \m<I

\>c

+ x)

u > M + 1,

(¿-2,..-,»),

for x in Px,

(34)

A 4=0,

forxinZ),;

iovxmDx;

where x = m ± ui/ — 1 ;

^
Jf-Tr 27feT
-<-^4--u2-<l,

(33)

(i,j = l, • •.,»),

. ^
forxinÇ,;

for \x\^R^R.

In the study of our system of equations these regions are treated separately.
It will be convenient to employ the notation
v(x

-\- v)

SAX)- - ZMx)Mx 4-TyTTTÂ^TM)'

(

V«)-«i(l+ïJ

1 \mi

»

also we write
u.=

where £7. is any periodic

C.axxmi,

function of x of period

1 and analytic

throughout;

A-

The form of the method of successive approximation
employed in the preceding section is readily generalized so as to lead to a particular solution of (24).
Consider the set of systems each of n linear equations, all except the first beingnon-homogeneous :

ß?(x + l)-ai(l

+ iy>ßP(x)

fT(x+l)-ai(l+x)

/f(x+l)-a^l+-J

/

= 0,

ff(x) = T,4>,(x)ff(x)
1 \<n¡

n

ff(x) = ^ij(x)ff(x),

Proceeding as in the foregoing section, one writes out in order formal solutions-
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thus the following set of approximation

ßP(x)

= ur

ß?(x)

= ui + Sxi(±4>i.ujy

functions :

«=!,••■,•).
ff(x)=ui+^(t

v>)+s«\

£*•**(£♦*«•>)}.

It is easy to verify by actual substitution
that a solution of system (24) is
obtained in the limit functions (if they exist) of the sequences f(P, f(2\ f-pt

• ■., i = 1, • • -, n; that is, in

/X«)-^+ä- ( i v, )+**{ t *A ( g o3,A)
j
(35)

'"

J '

*=1

(í=i,-••,»).

+He*Ale*A(s**)i]+-

This solution is in general illusory on account of the divergence of certain series
contained in the terms of the expansions formally representing
the/'s.
In
fact, let a and a be any two a's such that \a I > I a |. Put

(7i=0,¿4r;

C7= l.

For i = s the second term in the series in (35) becomes

\si<p8^rX

(36)

)-

2-

X(X)...\(X

+ V)

= __y't>-(x + ")<
a*+v(x

a series which is evidently
instance

divergent

(»+ "T"
+ i;)"'«

at least for some values of </>,r(x) as for

<f>sr(x) = 1/x2.

On the other hand, there is at least one particular convergent solution, arising
from the following special choice of values of the periodic functions C7.:

67 = 0,

¿41;

If we call this particular solution ftt(x),

C1= l.
we have formally from (35)

fix(x) = 8iXaxx^ + Sxi(<f>iXaxxx^)
+ Sxi j ± 9^.(

(37)

VX1)}
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That all the infinite series contained
readily shown.
Consider the series
¿\. a\ x"">4- S.
11 l

/ Mc

—2aTxm'

■" \ nx2

'

\
J

[January

in (37) are actually convergent

- \Mc"

4- S.

- (Mc

—2 £

in Dx is

\\

Sx, I —2 ax.xm^)

x'\nx2~T[

X1\ nx2

'

)\

(38)

where S . denotes what Sx. becomes when the terms of the series which it indicates are replaced by their absolute values.
On account of the first inequality
(30) it is evident that all the infinite series in (37) are convergent provided that
all those in (38) are likewise convergent ; for if these expansions are written out
in detail, the former, term by term, is less in absolute value than the latter.
Compare (38) with the following series

a (Mc
«Çaf 4- SxXy -^axx^

\
- \ Mc - ( Mc
\\
J + Sxl -=- Sxl I -^ axxx^ \ }

(39)

- VMc -

¡Mc - (Mc

\ 1"1

On account of inequality (31) it is clear that the convergence of (39) carries with
it the convergence of (38) ; this is at once apparent from a term by term comparison of the two series, since (39) is obtained from (38) by replacing each denominator by one at least as great.
But (39) (except for its first term) is of
the same form as the series in the first members of (15) and (19).
Hence, just
as in the case of the latter series, one proves that throughout the region Dx the
successive terms of (38) represent analytic functions and finally that the series
itself represents an analytic function.
We shall now find an upper bound for the values of the n — 1 functions
fix ( x ), i = 2, • • •, n, as x varies within Px ; and, for similar variation of x, both
upper and lower bounds for the values of fxx(x).
We have evidently

- (Mc

\

-

( Mc - (Mc

\ 1

fiÂx)<^(^axxx^)-T-SxX[^SxX{-^-axx>»i)\

AM

M2

<l^"'1li^-Ti + (^T7+---|
the latter inequality being deduced by aid of (15).

<40)

\f*(x)\<\a*xmi\u-zrM=ï

+ ...

\

<«=».-.•>.

Hence it is clear that

M

(¿=2,...,„).

Similarly, one has

(M
1 + u-M^l)

\

u —1
= ^xmi\u~M^-V
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and also,

|/11(x)|>|aix-|(l-t7—Jf-Ij
Combining these two inequalities

(41)

,« —2üf—1

\a>mi\u-M-l

= |<x-|-w—ijf-T.
we get

._,

v.

,

<\f^x)\<\^\¿=M=l-

u —1

The desired results for the region Px are contained in inequalities (40) and (41).
Starting from (19) and working in a similar manner one obtains the following inequalities valid in Qx :

(42)
(43)

l/û(«)l<l«Ç«^|^r3
|<£C»l|l^M<|/ii(x)|<|<a.mi|_^_.

By means of (27) we are able to determine
in the region Ex ; for we have

(«)

(i= 2,••-,.);

fix(x-l)

the nature of fa(x),

i = l, ■• -,n,

= ±iriJ(x-l)fiX(x).

Now the functions fix(x) are analytic throughout Px. This solution may therefore be extended across the plane to the left by means of (44) ; it is evident
from the nature of the process that the singularities of/(1(x) for x in Ex are at
the singularities of yjr.,( x ), i,j=l,
■■-,n, and the points congruent to them on
the left.
The nature of the singularities which the functions fix(x) may have
depends upon the particular functions yjr..(x) entering into a given particular
system of equations.
In special cases it may happen that some or all of the
functions have no singularities at the points indicated.
Inequalities bounding the increase or decrease of |,/j-i(x)| for x in Ex are not
as complete as those for x in Px and Qx. We shall however obtain bounds for
|/n(x)|
when x is in Eu, Exe being defined as follows: Let [ S] be the set of
points composed of all the singularities of i^..(x), i, j = 1, ■■-, n, and the
points congruent to them on the left. Enclose each point of [$] by a circle

of radius e having the point for center.
The part of Ex no point of which is
interior to one of these circles is the region Eu.
Referring to the definition of ^,7(x) in equation (28), it is easy to see that

Oiîj+i,

L a..(x) =
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 8

In
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and that
x—<x>

ê=l

Hence we have

fOifj + i,
t
.
[ai1iij=i.

¿+„(»)-

From this it follows that for every positive constant
exists a positive constant r for which

a such that a < | ax | there

n

m\%(x)\

<a~l

(¿ = 1, •••,»)

|x|=r.

It will be assumed that r is so taken that the circle | x | = r cuts the boundary
of Ex in two points on the left of the origin and in no other point.
Since each of the functions fix(x) is analytic throughout Eu it follows that a
constant JV"exists such that
\fix(x")\<Ñíorx"

in Eu andr^|x"|^r

4- 1.

But from (27) we have
n

n

n

f.x(x"-fi) = T,fm(x" - /*)S^Aa(*"- M4-1)- • • E ^jlí-iJlí¥'-1)fiJ?¿')Hence we get

\fix(x"-p,)\<Ña-».
As p varies over the range /¿ = 0, 1, 2, • • •, x" — /¿ runs over all points in Eu
and outside of the circle |x| = r.
Also, |_/),(x)| is finite in the part of EX€
which is in the circle |x| = r.
Hence it is clear that there exists a constant

A7, such that

|/fl(»)|<-2V|«"|

(»-1,

...,»)

xin^..

The principal

results of the section may be stated as follows :
The system of difference equations

/«(»+!)=■ Í,+ij(x)fj(x)

or ¿(»-lHZ^a-l)/,(»)

¿w which yjr{.(x) is single-valued

C<
= i,-,n),

and

fij(x)=oi.ai(l+lJ'+<biJ(x),

<f>iJ(x)
= <p';jx-2
+ <PZx-3+...

for\x\^R>l,
¿\. = 0 when i =^j;

ou = 1,

Aas a particular solution, fiX(x), each function of which is analytic throughout
the finite plane except at the singularities
[a] ofyjr..(x) and the points con-
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gruent to them on the left.
If Dx is defined by relations (30) to (34), then
throughout any closed region in Dx this solution is representable as a uniformly converging series in the form

/«(^»^«í^

+ ^^aíaf-O

+ ^ft^^^^aíafH)}

+ ^i[t<PijKj\Í<PJkSxÁ<Pu^Xmi)}]+---

(«=1.-.»)-

The increase or decrease of these functions for x in the corresponding
Px and Qx is bounded as in the inequalities

u - 2M-1

\a>mi\ „-M-1

. . , x,

,

,

<l^"(a?)l<la'a\1l«-jf-1'

w -1

I«Ï*MII¿ZT2Â
<\MX)\ < \a>mxIv^A'

,

.

regions

„

f°rxinFx<

for x in &''

M
\fa(as)\<\aíxmi\u_M-l

(¿-2,.

\SAX)\ <\aix,"l\^A
Moreover for any positive
constant N such that

|/4l(«)|<-ZVr|o,|

••,*),

(¿ = 2,...,w),

constant

a such that

(»-1,

•••,»),

forxinPx;

forxinQx.

a < | ax | there exists another

forxinEu.

Remark.
It is important for later use to point out the fact that, in so far as
any statement in the conclusion of the theorem refers to the region Dx or any
part of it, it is independent of the nature of <f>{.
( x), i,j=
1, • • •, n, in the region
exterior to Dx.
Hence, if the functions dy..(x) are analytic in some D-region
and satisfy the inequalities

(45)

Mc
\áij(xí\<nJxJ2

(i,j = l,---,n),

forxinD,

then there exists a region Dx having properties as in the theorem, and the system of equations has a particular solution fiX(x) having in Dx the properties of

fn(x) of the theorem.
§ 3. Existence of n independent

solutions of the normal system.

For the system of equations considered in the preceding section we shall now
obtain n particular solutions which are independent and therefore constitute a
fundamental
system of solutions.
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zero, we may make the

substitution

(46)

ft(»)-/i(»),

(47)

*,(«)-/,(*)-£^/,(»)

«=».-».

of which the inverse is

(48)

/,(«)-?»,

/«(»)-^|sri(»)

+ y*(«) (*=».-.•).

where /¿l(x), ¿ = 1, •••,«,
section. Then we have

is the solution of (24) obtained

Substituting

the value of/.(x)

in this equation

in the preceding

obtained from (48) we have

ft(-+D-±(^(-)-^ï]+V(-)}^(-)
(49)

«=2, ■•-.»).

The last line of the expression

Since fJX(x),j

may be written in the form

= 1, • • -, n, is a solution of (24), this reduces to

an expression which is identically
may be omitted.
Thus we have

(50)

zero.

Hence in writing

gi(x + l) = ti[fiJ(x)-j^^)flJ(x)^g.(x)

(*-f,

Substituting
the values of f(x),
i = 1, • • -, n, obtained
first equation of system (24), we have

(51)

gÁX+ l) = ±ÍAX^

Replacing

in (51) and (50) the functions

{x)gÁx)+±^
^..(x)

(49) the last line

•-...).

from (48) in the

(X)g{x).

by their original values, we
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system of equations :

9l(x)=^J^)<pXJ(x)gx(x)+T4>lj(x)ffj(x),

+ ^pi(x)=¿Jo5..(x)-|^^^.(x)}^.(x)

This system has the simple solution

3Áx)=/.:(*)'

9ÁX) = °

(i = 2, •••,»).

By substitution
of this solution in (48) one reproduces of course the known
solution of (24).
We shall prove next that system (52), (53) has a second
solution, and by means of it find a second solution of (24).
It will be noticed that the n — 1 equations (53) involve only the n — 1 functions gt(x), i = 2, • • -, n; and therefore (53) is a system of n — 1 equations
in these unknowns.
It satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem indicated in the
remark at the close of § 2 ; that is, there exist a constant M' ( = M) and a Dregion such that each of the coefficient functions

^{X)

~/u("'+

1)^(!C)

('•.i = 2,...,„),

is analytic in D and the inequality

is satisfied by every x in D.
The statement referring to the analytic nature of
the coefficients is evidently true; for in a suitable .D-region /n(x)
does not
vanish.
It is clear also that there exists a constant M' such that the above
inequality is true provided that there is a .D-region in which/¿1(x+l
)/fxl(x-\-l)
is in absolute value equal to or less than 1. That this is true follows at once

from inequalities (40) to (43).
From
referred

the above considerations
and the theorem indicated in the remark
to may be drawn several conclusions which are important
for the

succeeding argument :
1) There exist particular regions P2, Q2, D2 and constants c and MX(~M')
such that inequalities analogous to (30) to (34) hold and such that also

(54) u>2Mx

+ \,

Ax/v<i,

|/a(*)//„(»)!SI,

forxinZ>2.

2) The system of equations (53) has a particular solution, gi2 ( x ), i=2, ••-,«,
each function of which is analytic throughout D2.
3) The increase or decrease of the functions which constitute this solution is
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bounded as follows :
, " — 2^1
y M
V
Ia¡xm°-1
-^zrj; < II?»(*)
I < IIa*xm*
! î^j^

'

(55)

for x in Q2;

l?a(*)l <la^'"2I^Ji
« _ 2M, - 1

aja,«.-«-1—r**~ i u-Mx-l

(<-8,...,n),
, %, ,

,

< iar»v—^i
| y« ( » ) ■—i—*—
< «^*"- i„_

u- 1
j|f;_i'

(56)

for «inP,.
|£7i2(x)|<|a^^|M—j^l—1

(<-8,

...,n),

These n — 1 functions are a part of a particular solution of the system (52),
(53).
To find the other function gl2(x) of this solution we have the non-homogeneous equation
ffI2(x4-l)-a1^l

+ -j

gX2(x)

(57)
J=lJl\\X)

J=2

We obtain first a solution of the reduced equation

(58)

g(x+l)-ax(l+x)

g(x)=¿:Jj^-!)<pXj(x)g(x),

an equation which satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem indicated in the
remark at the close of § 1, as is shown by relations (54) and those indicated in
the lines preceding
(54).
Accordingly
it has a particular
solution g(x)
analytic and not zero "throughout D2 and approximately
characterized
by the
inequalities

, v — 2A,

,_,.,,

v

K*"1! v—¿-^(^^K^M^j:'
(59)

,«-2^.-1
K33"'1 -Tr-Ï"
11

' u — Mx — 1

Substituting in (57)
(60)

,_, vl
,
,
«-1
<\ff(x)\
< <*mi -TCf-Ï
' "K

' '

.

_

' w — Mx — 1

.
. „
> for x m Pi-

2

gi2(x) = h(x)g(x)

and making use of the fact that ^(x)

(61)

IL

.

for:cinft;

satisfies (58), one obtains by easy reduction

h(x+1)- h(x)
=¿ ^ffffi0 - *(«)-

It is clear that ??(x) is analytic throughout Z>2.
Bounds of increase or decrease of r¡ (x) may be readily obtained.

From (55),
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(56), and (59) we have

l«MI<|(*)
(62)

i'Wi<|(5)"

From the first of these inequalities

s(x) = j?(x-1)

for a; in Q2;

lw-2^'
,Wl2—w»i—2

(63)

Mv

„wi2—ffi]—2 I

Jlf(tt -1 )
u-2M7^~V

for xinPj.

it is clear that the series

+ t?(x — 2) + t?(x-3)+---

is uniformly convergent throughout any closed region in Q2; and hence the
function s ( x ) is analytic in Q2. We have also

(64)

s(x + l) — s(x) = n(x),

so that h(x) = s(x) is a solution of (61) which is analytic in Q2. But its
behavior near the positive real axis is complicated ; and the solution of (52),
{53), and hence of (24), to which it leads is composed of functions which are
complicated in their character in the same region. ' We seek therefore another
solution, one which will avoid this difficulty near the real axis ; it will of course
differ from s(x) by a periodic function.
A solution of (61) in the form of a contour integral, the path of integration
going to infinity along two parallel lines, will be found to serve our purpose.

We form the integral
n(z)dz

'<*>-in^

<65)

iiriix-z)

>

where the path of integration
L is yet to be chosen.
Since tj(x) is analytic
throughout D2, it is evident that all the infinities which the integrand has in D2
are at the points x ± r, where r is zero or a positive integer.
Let AB be the
straight line containing all these points.
Let the path of integration
L or
CKRH
lie entirely in D2 and be formed in the following manner : It consists
R

II

Fig. 2.

•of three parts: a part RHlying
entirely above AB and extending to infinity in
a negative direction parallel to the axis of reals ; a part KC lying below AB and
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extending to infinity in a negative direction parallel to the axis of reals ; a finite
part KR which crosses AB once between x — 1 and x and at no other point.
Moreover the path CKRH is such that E2 lies entirely to the left of it. From
(62) it is evident that the integral along such a path has a meaning.
It is clear
that for a particular z the path of integration may be deformed at will without
changing the value of I(x), provided that during the deformation it has always
the properties stated in the definition of CKRH.
Furthermore, I(x) is analytic

in AWe show that h(x) = I(x) is a solution of (61).
In view of the fact that
the integrand considered as a function of x is periodic of period 1 it is clear that

we have

(66)

J<-+i)-£n!S^'

where L' is the path CTSH.

Now

Jl>

Jl

'J ktsrk

But by Cauchy's theorem the last integral is equal to v(x).
ing (65) from (66), member by member, we have

I(x+l)-I(x)

Hence, subtract-

= V(x);

that is,

h(x) = I(x)
is a solution of (61).
It is this particular solution which we shall take for the
value of h(x) in the remaining discussion.
It is analytic in D2, as we have
seen.
It is necessary, for later use, to know a bound to the increase or decrease of
| h(x) | for x in Q2 and P2.
We consider the two regions separately, first taking
the region Q2. On account of (64) and the analytic nature of both h(x) and
s(x) in Q2, it is evident that h(x) — s(x) is a periodic function of x of period

1 and analytic throughout Q2.

(67)

|A(a;)|=:|A(a;)-«(a¡)|

accordingly we find
Consider the function
v is fixed and where
of a;, |A(x) — s(x)|
the range for u but

Then we have
(68)

Now

+ |«(a0h

upper bounds for \h(x) — s(x)\ and |s(a)|
separately.
h(x) — s(x) îor x = u±vv/
— l,x being in Q2, where
u runs over any stretch of length 1.
For such variation
has evidently a maximum which is entirely independent of
depends directly on v. Call this maximum m(±v).

\h(x)—s(x)\=m(±v),

where m ( ± v ) is a single-valued

function

for x in Q2,
of ± v.
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Now
00

Mv

°° I / a \ x~'

\s(x)\^i\v(x-i)\<~_-2~A-X\{^)
by (62).

(*-*)—

Hence we have

|«(»)|<

Mv I/a. Y

, ^[/«.V/,

i\ . Wig—Wtj—2

Therefore we obtain the result

(69)
where ^

k^k^I^;)'
is a properly

,

chosen constant.

for x in Q2,

Then, finally, from (67), (68), (69)

we have

(70)

|h(x)\

< m( ± v) 4- —T2( - ) a"12-'"1L
x || \ai I

for x in Q,.

In order to find an upper bound for | h(x) | when x is in P2 we proceed as
follows: Let AB be the line parallel to the axis of reals and containing the
F

x-l

M

N
E

Fig. 3.

point x.
Construct the contours ELF,
EMF,
ENF,
P as in the figure,
where the stretch CD is equal to J. Let us denote by IL(X), IM(x), IN(x),
Ip(x) respectively the integral

n(z)dz
/ 1~— ¿2**0»-*)
taken
sents
them
have
cross

around these contours.
For any value of x, either IA1(x) or IN(x)
an integral which is convergent, though the path of integration of
may pass through an infinity of the integrand.
Ll(x) and IP(x)
a meaning, if it is understood that the contour P may vary so as
AB at a point congruent to x.
Since h(x) = IL(x), we clearly have

\h(x)\=^\IM(x)\+IP(x),

\h(x)\=i\Ix(x)\

+ I,(x),

for x in P„,

repreone of
always
not to
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where îP(x)
is the quantity obtained by applying to IP(x) the calculus of
residues and replacing by its absolute value each term of the sum so obtained.
Let x vary along AB.
For each x take the smaller of the quantities ¡./^(x)!
and |/y(x)|;
call this quantity t(x).
From the nature of the integrand in
I(x), it is evident that t(x) has a maximum; we denote this maximum by
p. ( ± v ), since it depends on ± v alone. Thus we obtain

\h(x)\=îp,(±v)

+ IP(x),

fovxinP2.

Now from (62) and the calculus of residues it is clear that when x is in P2 we have

M(u-l)

2a
if*(-)l<5E4^g|.(5)"(—<)
m%—m.\—2

Hence we obtain

m
m

B.

am«-",i ,

\IP(x)

where B2 is a properly chosen constant.

\h(x)\<u(±v)

(70)

for x in P ,

Therefore we have

B.

+

for x in P2.

Since A(x) and g(x) are known functions, both analytic throughout
D2,
■equation (60) gives us a function gX2(x) analytic in D2. From (59), (70), (70)

we have

\9u(*)\ <l«î'*mi

■(71)
I

,

V.'

lyia(g)|<|afa^"|

v-m(±

v)

v — A,
,tJ-(±V)(U

+ Ka:"*I

B.,
x|'

— 1)

..M_J|/;_1
*> , ;+Kx"'

Ü

,

for x in Q2;

—a" -tT#=—T,

tor asin jr..

From (48) we now have a second solution of (24) ; calling itfi2(x),
we may write

i = l, •••,«,

X|2 M—il/j —1'

2

fn(x) = ffn(x)>

(72)

Mx) = y^)9n(x)

+ 9ÁX)

(t = 2, ■•■,»)•

Also from (55), (56), (71) we have the following inequalities:

!/»(*)I

"1

X|

V

. v-m(±
_^_£

1 W-J,

v)

'

l/sWkl^l^^+i/^)
for a; in Q2;

(73)

l/a(*)l > K^I^T^
/l

- l/„(»)|,

!/«(*)!< I«5^| —^--i-1/„(*)| (i-8, •••,«),
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|-/12V ^'

l a

«-I

'|a;|2

,

m— Jlfj—l^1
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,p(±v)(u-l)
l

'

m—Jfj—1

'

?/■
—1

l/»(*)l < l«2^i|M_Jt/i_l
(74)

+ |/»(*)|.
for x in P2.

. , s
u— 2M. — 1 , . , „
!/«(»)! >la2a?'"2lM_jtf
_i
-!/»(»)!»

i

|/,(x)|

< Kx^l w_J/|_1

4- |/lt(a:)|

(»- 8, ..., n),

It should be observed that the results of this paragraph, inasmuch as they refer
only to the region D2, are again independent of the nature of the functions

<bi.(x)mE2.
If n > 2 we may obtain a third solution of (24) in the following manner :
The solution of (24) just obtained depends intimately upon the two smallest a's
in the system, as inequalities (73), (74) show. Hence it follows that (53) has a
•corresponding solution depending in like manner upon the two smallest a's in
that system ; this solution we shall call ga ( x ), i = 2, • • •, n.
It is analytic
throughout some region D3 and satisfies the inequalities corresponding to (73) :
i

, m

,

, B,

v

.

,v-m.(±v)
2

\93Áx)\<\alx""\v_A
[lb)

+ \9a(x)\>
*

forxin^;

\933(x)\>la¡x^\~J^-\g23(x)\,
\ga(x)\<\ax3x™*\—

•where
to the
set of
out.
We
■other

^j+\gn(x)\

(¿ = 4,

...,n),

D3, Q3, ml(± v), A2, B3 are defined in a manner analogous respectively
definitions of D2, Q2,m(±v),
Ax, Bx. Also there exists of course a
inequalities similar to (74) for x in P3\ it is not necessary to write them
have thus n — 1 functions of a third solution of (52), (53).
To find the
function, which we will call gX3( x ), we have an equation corresponding

to (57) above.

If we write

9iÁx) = hÁx)9(x)^
-where g(x)

<76)

is defined as before, it is easy to see that hx(x) is a solution of

*,(,+1)- *»(»)
- g^ffi0

» *(«)•
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From inequalities (59), (75) and those for x in P3 corresponding
to (75) and the
fact that vx(x) is analytic throughout D3 it follows that the method used for
solving (61) is applicable to (76) and that a solution may be obtained as before
in the form of a contour integral.
We thus find a third particular solution of
(52), (53).
Just as before this leads to a solution of (24).
It is evident that
this process may be continued until n particular solutions of (24) are obtained
and that there exists a D-region in which each of the n2 functions of these solutions is analytic.
We shall call these n solutions

(77)

4(x),/2.(x),

...,/n.(x)

(,•= !,...,„).

It is clear that we may employ (27) to extend each of these solutions aoross
the plane to the left and in this way prove that each function fr(x)
is analytic
throughout the finite plane except at the singularities of yjr.. ( x ) and the points
congruent to them on the left.
A reference to the discussion (in the preceding section) of the bounds of
!,£•,(a:) | in the region Ex will bring out the fact that an argument similar to
that employed there is applicable to any one of the n particular solutions which
we have obtained, and that the result in each case takes the same form as that
obtained for the first solution.
Let us now write

fiJ(x)

= a*xm¡UiJ(x)

where the functions Ui(x)
are defined by these
to (43), (73), (74) and the analogous inequalities
us to conclude (without further argument) that
in the positive direction along any line parallel to

(*,i=l,

••,«),

equations.
Inequalities (40)
for the other solutions enable
when x approaches infinity
the real axis we have *

[0 if ¿4j,
(78)

limi/,(x)=

,

[1 if i=j.

.

This fact will enable us to prove the independence of the solutions (77).
The
necessary and sufficient condition for such independence f is that the determinant
of which f-(x) is the general element is not identically zero. Now we have
\fiJ{x)\

= axxax---

axxmi+m*+'"+m»\Uii(x)\.

From this result and (78) it follows that the determinant

of which fr(x)

is the

*This result brings into prominent notice the important question of the asymptotic character
of the solutions for every approach to infinity.
The full discussion of this subject requires a
separate investigation.
There are several excellent papers by Horn, Ford, Perron and others
treating the highly important special case in which x runs over a set of points ¡r0, a-0+1, x0+2, ■• ■.
See references on pp. 160, 190, 191 of Horn's paper in Crelle's
Journal,
vol. 138 (1910).
To the papers which he lists should be added one by Perron
in Jahresbericht
der deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung,
vol. 19 (1910), pp. 129-137. See also the paper by
Watson referred to in the introduction to the present paper.
tCf. Pincherle
and Amaldi, Le operazione distributive, p. 218.
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general element is not identically zero.
Hence the solutions (77) are independent
and form therefore a fundamental system of solutions of the system (24) ; and
hence the general solution is
n

/<(*) = 3S= 1 »^(*)/</(*)
where the functions

<o.(x), j = 1, • ■-,n,

are arbitrary

(¿= 1, •-,«),
periodic functions of

period 1.
In the theorem below, the inequalities bounding \f.(X) |, i, j = 1, • • •, n,
are not given ; otherwise the principal results of the section are as follows :
The system of equations

/,(*+!')-È+V

(»)/,(*)

or f(x-l)=±%(x-\)fj(x)

j=l

« = 1. -,»),

j=l

i/r)7(x) being restricted

as in the theorem of § 2, has the fundamental

system

of solutions

fu(X)>/*,(*)>

•••'/«(*)

(J = l. ■■■•»).

determined in the preceding pages and having the following properties : Each
function f..(x) is analytic throughout the finite plane except at the singularities of^jr.fx)
and the points congruent to them an the left.
The general solution of the system of equations is

/,(*)- i=i
Ê •,(*)/„(•)

(i=l, ••,»),

where the functions as.(x), j = 1, ■■-, n, are arbitrary periodic functions of
period 1.
Further,
for x approaching
infinity along any line parallel
to the
positive real axis we have

[0

if i+j,

J*K ' J

[1

if

to normal form.

General

lim f.. (x)a~Txx "'■>
= •!

§4.

Reduction

i=j.
existence theorems.

Let
(79)

Gi(x + l) = x^ai.(x)GJ(x)

(i = l, •••,»),

be a system of w first order linear homogeneous difference equations involving
n unknown functions Gx(x), ■■-, Gn(x) of the complex variable x, the known
quantities entering into the equation being defined as follows :
1) a is a constant ;
2) the functions a..(x) are single-valued and
ai.(x)

= ai. + a'ijx-l+a"jx~2

+ ■■■

(i, ;'= 1, • • -, n)

\x\>

R ;
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av are such that the roots of the equation

\a..-B..p\

= 0,

8. =

f 0 if i 4 j,
11 if l=J,

are in absolute value different from each other and from zero.
Equation (80) is the characteristic equation associated with (79).
venience we assume that its roots ax, • • ■, an are arranged so that

(81)

For con-

0<|«1|<|a2|<...<|a„|.

The object of this section is to extend the theorem of § 3 to the system in itsmore general form and then to apply the result to a single equation of the nth
order.
The work is carried out by first reducing (79) to the normal form,
already studied.
In this discussion two properties of the T-function will be
assumed ; namely, that it is analytic to the right of the axis of imaginaries, and
that it satisfies the functional equation

(82)

r(x + i) = xr(x).

It is obvious that a can be reduced to zero by means of the transformation

(83)
Effecting

Gi(x)={T(x)yGi(x).
this substitution

(84)

in (79) and reducing

by means of (82) we have

Gi(x + l) = i,aij(x)Gj(x)
j=i

(i = i, •■-, »).

The first step in the normalization of (84) will be made by means of a linear
transformation
with constant coefficients.
This done, a further reduction (of a
different type) will enable us to remove the term in x~l from the resulting
coefficient functions är(x),
i 4 iLet us put

(85)

Gi(x) = j^a..F.(x)

(i = l, ••-,»),

3=1

where the determinant | a.. | is different from zero. Making this substitution
(84) and solving for F. ( x + 1 ) one may write the result in the form

(86)

F(x + l) = Í,ai.(x)F(x)

in

(i=i,. •-,»),

3=1

where the functions ä..(x), being linear combinations of the functions a..(x)
with constant coefficients, may be expanded in powers of x~x for | x | > R'.
In connection with this transformation,
let us consider the effect in the linear

substitution

(87)

y\= ÍL%yj
.7=1

(*=i,...,«),
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of replacing y\ and yi by their values as given in the transformation
n

(88)

n

yi = Hai}y3,

y'i = T,aijy"j

j=l

Having made these substitutions,

(<=*. •••>»)•

3=1

solve for y'. and write the result
n

y- = Z«7y,-

(¿=i, ••-,«).

3=1

Comparing the operations of this paragraph with those of the preceding, it is
easy to see that the constant term in the function äi.(x) must be identical with
¿L. for each pair of values i andj.
But, on account of (81), it follows from the
well-known theory* of linear substitutions that a proper determination of av in.
(88) will transform (87) to the simpler system

(89)

y'i = a~yi

(i=l,

•••,»).

Suitable values of a.. may be determined * by solving the following n systemsof equations :
n

(90)

22 % aj T—araiT=

Q

(<.r=i>

•••»»)■

j=l

a separate system being formed for each t . That each system (90) is consistent
follows from the fact that p = aT is a solution of the characteristic equation (80).
Hence the ratios of a.r for fixed t and i = 1, • • •, n are determined by (90).
Out of the infinity of proportional solutions of each of these n systems of equations we suppose a particular one chosen, and that the quantities a have these
fixed values throughout the remaining discussion.
If the values of a., so determined are used in (85), that transformation
thrown
(84) into the simpler system

(91)

Fi(x + l) = aiF(x)

+ ±bi.(x)F(x)

(¿=l,••■,»),

where
bi.(x) = bi.x-1-r-b'ijX-2

+ ■■■

(i,j—

1, •••,«)

\x\>R.

In order to remove the term in x_1 from each of the coefficient
bv(x), i 4=7*5we employ a transformation
of the form

(92)

Ft(x) -/•(»)

+ ±^-fJ(x),

ßu = 0,

where the constants ß{., i 4=j, are as yet undetermined.
this transformation is

A=
*Cf. Horn,

^

= 1 + terms in x 2, x~

Gewöhnliche Dißertntialyleichungen, pp. 72-74.

functions

(.=l,-,n),

The determinant

of
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do not involve x-2, x~3, • • -, we have, when |x| > R,
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only those terms

which

/,(*+!)+Ê(~'-i)/,(»+!)- «,/,(*>
+«,Ê~7,(*)

«

+È{(^+••■)[/,«+Ê%/,(*>]}
_(^+...y,(.)+£(Sfi^+...),,<.>

the accent in 2' denoting

that in the summation the term for which j = i is to

be omitted.
It is necessary to solve (93) for f(x +1).
We proceed thus : The cofactor
A;. of the element in the ith row and jth column of A has clearly no constant
term, except when i equals j, when there is a constant term 1 : the term in 1/x
for i +- j is clearly —ß..fx.
For, if we cross out the ith row and jth column
of A, there remain n — 2 elements with a constant term 1 ; and therefore the
•expansion of this minor can contain only one term in 1/x, namely that term
which contains all the n — 2 factors 1 and whose remaining factor is not in the
same rows or columns as these.
Therefore this term is ± ß.Jx ; and, since an
■even number of interchanges of rows and columns bring the elements ßr/x and
ßjx
to the place in the first row second column and second row first column
respectively, the negative sign must be chosen.
In the cofactor AH there is no
term in 1/x; for every term in the expansion containing one factor 1/x necessarily contains another.
Hence the cofactors may be written
R
A.. =-J•'

x

+ terms

in x-2, x~3, ■- ■,

( i +j ) ;

Ai; = 1 + terms in x~2, x~3, • • •.

Solving (93) for/;(x

+ 1 ) we readily obtain

<M)¿/.(.H-l)(«,4 +■■■)/,(»)+1{<*-'>*+*»+...}/,(.)
( i = 1, • • •, n ),
A denoting'o the determinant

A = | 8 . + -^L

I •' x + 11|.

For values of x such that | x \ = R", R" being a properly chosen constant greater
than R and greater than 1, the determinant A is everywhere different from zero
and is expansible in the form 1 + terms in x~2, x~3, ■• •. If we divide by
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A we obtain therefore

W)/(.+i)-(^^+->.w+e'{o=aá^+-}//w
■*'
=£";
the terms of order x-2, x-3, — in the coefficients of f(x) in the right hand
member are of course different from the corresponding terms in (94).
On account of (81) it is always possible to determine ßi}., i 4=i» so that

(a.-a.)/3..4-o..
When the values of ß{. so determined

= 0.

are substituted

in (95), that system reduces

to the form

(96)«•+l)-(«b+^)/«(«)+íj(3(

+ -)A(")

(<-l.-.»)
|»| = i2".

Now

/„

lV-«

b..
+

' \

X)

'

and henee, changing to more convenient
we obtain the normal system

X

notation

and employing relations (81),

where

0<|a,XKK

'•• <|«.|»

™<
= ^'

and
^(x)

= ^,x-24-^;x-34----

\x\=ZR,

where R = R".
This is the normal form which we have studied in the preceding sections.
Combining the transformations
(83), (85), (92) we readily obtain

(98)

(i=l,

Gi(x)={T(x)}*±«ik[fk(x)+t^/.(*)]

It is evident therefore that if we replace f.(x),i
= l, ■■•, n, by the particular
solution f..(x),
i = 1, • • -, n,j fixed, we obtain a particular solution of (79)

which we will call G{. (x), i = 1, • • -, n.
have n particular

Doing this for j = 1, • • •, n, we

solutions
^.(x),

Trans. Am. Math, Soc. 9

G2J(x),

...,

GnJ(x)

(,•=!,-••,»),
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where
«

(99)

r

n

^(^)={r(x)}«g«,[4(x)

Let us associate with (79) the corresponding

(100)

(9<(x-l)

a

-i

+ i:^1/y(^)J

(u=i,•••.«.).

equation

= ¿^.(a:-l)(y,(x)

(í=l,...,»).

J=¡

Now there is a P-region, as we have seen, in which the functions f¡(x)
are all
analytic.
It follows from (99) that the functions
G^(x)
likewise are all
analytic in the same region.
By means of (100) the functions of each of these
solutions may be extended across the plane to the left ; and in this way it may
be shown that each of the n2 functions Gtj(x) is analytic throughout the entire
plane except at the singularities of A(j(x) and the points congruent to them on

the left.
Let us again write
/«(*)=

If we substitute

a]xm'Uiá(x)

these values for/^(x)

(i,j=l,...,n).

in (99) we have

Gij(x)={r(x)}"axx^Vij(x),

(i,j=i,--;n),

where

From (78) it follows that when x approaches infinity in the positive direction
along any line parallel to the real axis we have

lim Vtj(x) = <v
This result and the fact that the determinant
\a„\
is different from zero lead
I v I
easily to the conclusion that the n particular solutions Gtj(x) are independent.
The method of proof is that employed for showing the independence of the solutions fij(x) in the preceding section.
Hence the general solution of (79) is
n

Gi(x) = Y,<o.(x)Gij(x)

(i=i,...,»),

3=1

where the function

to, (a),

j = 1, • • •, n, are arbitrary

periodic

functions

of

period 1.
The principal results of the section may be stated
Let there be given the system of equations

in the following theorem :

n

Gt(x+
where
1) a is a constant ;

l) = x°ÇatJ.(x)G?J.(x)

(i=l,--,n),
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a..(x)

are single-oalued

= %■+ a'i3X~l + a'¿.x-2 + ■■■
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and
(i,j

= 1, • • -, n)

|x| > R';

a., are such that the roots p = ai of the equation

la.. — h..p\ = 0
are in absolute value different from each other and from zero.
Associate with the given system the corresponding one

Gi(x-^)=èAj(x-i)Gj(x)

(i=i, ■•-,«).

3=1

Then the given set of equations

Gij(x),

has the fundamental

G2j(x),

system of solutions

••■> G„j(x)

(i = i, •••,»),

determined in the preceding pages and having the following properties : Each
of the n2 functions is analytic throughout the finite plane except at the singularities of A..(x) and the points congruent to them on the left.
The general
solution of the system is

Gi(x)=Ía,.(x)Gij(x)

(¿= 1, •••,»),

3=1

where the functions a.(x),j=l,
•• -, n, are arbitrary periodic functions of
period 1. Further, if x approaches infinity in the positive direction along any
line parallel to the real axis we have

lim £..(x){r(x)}-°a7*x-"v

= a..,

where the constants a., are determined
by equations (90) and the constants
are those introduced in (97).
Let us now consider the single difference equation of the Jith order

i7"(x4- n)+

(101)

(x 4- nfb1(x)LT(x

x b2(x)H(x

where a is a constant

+ (x+

n)a(x + n — 1)°

+ » _ 2) +■ - •+ (as + »)«.. .(x4-l)°x«6n(x)/T(x)=0
and b{(x) is single-valued

bi(x) = bi + b'ix-x+b'!xr2
and where the constants

(102)

+ n—l)

+ •■•

and

(i=l,---,n)

bi are such that the roots a,, • • •, an of the equation

p" + by-'

+ b2p"~2+ • • • 4- bn_lP + o„ = 0

are in absolute value different from each other and from zero.

Making the substitution

(103)

|x|>2?,

iï(x) = {T(x)}«JÎ(x)

m.
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we have

(104)

H(x + n) + bx(x)H(x

+ n - 1) + ... + \(x)H(x)

= 0.

It is evident that this equation is equivalent to the following system

HAx+i) = t{-h{x)}SM)
(105)

= o,

3=i

Hi(x + \) = Hi_x(x)

(i = 2,-..,„),

where

(106)

Hn(x) = H(x).

Now the characteristic

equation

[compare (80)] associated with (105) is readily

reduced to the form (102).
If we solve (105) for H{(x) in terms of^(x
result write x — 1 for x, we have

Hi(x-l)

+ l),i

= Hi+x(x)

= l, • • •, ra, and in the

(¿ = l,...,n-l),

HÁx-l)=-^^)Hx(x)-t^^)HM{x)Consequently, from the foregoing theorem, we have the following conclusions
The system (105) has a fundamental system of solutions

each function of which is analytic throughout
gularities of the functions

1

&„(*)'

:

the finite plane except at the sin-

bj(x)

K(x)

0 = 1, •-,»),

and points congruent to them on the left; further, if x approaches infinity in the
positive direction along any line parallel to the real axis, we have

lim If Ax)aTxx~m* = a..,

where atj and m¡ are constants corresponding to the a^ and m¿ of the above
theorem.
Since only the ratios of ä , j fixed, i = 1, ■• •, n, are determined,
we take anj = 1, j = 1, • • •, n.

Combining (103) and (106) we have
H(x)={T(x)}«Hn(x)
Hence we have a fundamental

system of solutions H.(x),j

= 1, • • -,n,

of (101)

in the form

Hj(x)={T(x)}«ffj(x)

(¿=1,

•,*).
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Making use of this equation and the properties of H^(x)
stated above and
determining the position of the singularities from the equation itself by extending the solutions across the plane to the left, we obtain the results stated in the
conclusion of the following theorem :
Given, the difference equation
H(x+n)+(x+n)abx(x)H(x+n—\)

+-|-(x4-«)a-

• ■(x+l)axabn(x)LT(x)=:0

or

ßn(x)H(x+n)+ßn_x(x)H(x+n-\)
where a is a constant

and bt(x)

+ ... +ßl(x)H(x+
is single-valued

bi(x) = bi + b'ix-x+ b'¡x~2+ •••
and where the constants

1)+H(x)

= 0,

and

(j—1,

...,*)

|x|>i?,

bi are such that the roots ax, ■■-, an of the equation

pn + blP»-x+

...+bn_xP

+ bn = 0

are in absolute value different from each other and from zero.
This equation has the fundamental
system of solutions

Hx(x),H2(x),

....

Hn(x)

determined above and possessing the following properties
tions Hx(x),
• ■-, Hn(x) is analytic throughout the finite
singularities
of the functions ßt(x), i= 1 , ■••,», and the
them on the left. If x approaches infinity in the positive
line parallel to the real axis, we have

limAr.(x){r(x)}-«a7*x-m'=

1

: Each of the funcplane except at the
¡joints congruent to
direction along any

(j = i, •-•,»),

where m.3 are constants.
The general solution of the eqation is
II(x)

= û)1(x)AT1(x) + • ■• + <on(x)H(x)

where cox(x), ■■-, <»„(x) are arbitrary periodic, functions
of period 1.
It may be observed that a modification of the foregoing method will lead to a
different fundamental system of solutions of (79) and likewise of (101).
We
confine our attention to (79).
A few remarks relative to the equation

a(x4-l)-a(l4-xJ
will sufficiently indicate the necessary changes.

X(x) = a(l+-)

g(x) = v(x)
Employing the notation

,
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we have two formal solutions of the above equation

as follows :

f ,_
g^x)

R. D. CARMICHAEL:

_y. _n(x
t'0\(x)\(x

g(x) = i)(x — l)+'E,\(x

+ i)_
+ i)...x(x

— l)\(x

+ iy

— 2)---\(x—i)y(x

— i — l).

The first of these, as we have seen, leads to a solution of (1). The second may
also be employed in a similar way to obtain a solution of the same equation.
The extension to a system of n equations is obvious.
In this way a second
fundamental system of solutions of (79) may be found.
Suppose further that transformation (83) is modified by the use of a function T(a;) which satisfies the equation

F(.T + l)=a;r(a;)
and is analytic to the left of the axis of imaginaries, this function replacing
T(x) in (83). This modification having been made, it will turn out that each
function of the fundamental
system just found is analytic throughout
the
finite plane except at the singularities of a<J(x) and the points congruent to
them on the right ; and their properties may be developed by a method similar
throughout to that employed in the paper and with like results.
Princeton

University,
August, 1910.

